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Abstract

We introduce a method to extend the vocabu-
lary encoding of BERT with context encoding
containing rich information of a input token, in
a given sequence of text. The context encod-
ing is output by another BERT model, named
as CTX-BERT, dedicated to infer relations to
entities of the specified token in its context.
To simplify the model, we combine there ob-
jectives: entity detection, entity encoding and
relation recovery into one by requiring CTX-
BERT to recover the relation triples as as a tex-
tual sequence when given a context sequence
with the target token masked. Experimental
results demonstrate that CTX-BERT could en-
hance the performance of the second BERT on
question answering tasks.

1 Introduction

Language models based on the transformer ar-
chitecture(Vaswani et al., 2017) and using unsu-
pervised learning objectives for pre-training has
achieved promising results on various NLP tasks
such as question answering, text classification,
sentiment analysis, etc. Many famous publicly
available models including BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), GPT (Radford et al., 2018), RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019), and XLNet (Yang et al., 2019)
are pre-trained using large-scale generic corpora
such as Wikipedia with millions of entries. How-
ever, in order to apply them to domain specific
tasks, such as question answering on biomedical
datasets (Gu et al., 2020), the performance of a
generic model could be less than idea even after
fine-tuning, due to the lack of knowledge on do-
main specific words and their distributions. Many
methods such as extending the vocabulary of the
model (Tai et al., 2020), fine-tune an ensemble
of generic and domain-specific pre-trained mod-
els (Gu et al., 2020), incorporate domain related
knowledge graph encodings (Yan et al., 2020) (Liu

et al., 2020) (Ostendorff et al., 2019) are proposed
to enhance the performance of a generic model on
specific tasks related to one or more domains.

Methods which use a knowledge graph (KG) are
preferred over others, due to its structural represen-
tation by formulating relations as a triple with a
head entity, a tail entity, and a relation connecting
the head and the tail. Such a simple form of knowl-
edge allows many already existing KGs designed
for symbolic reasoning to be utilized, and make the
model a domain expert with relatively low training
cost, when compared to redo the pre-training pro-
cess on a domain specific corpora. The form is also
generalizable to less constrained common-sense
knowledge graphs (Ilievski et al., 2020) where the
head and tail entity are often represented as textual
sequences, thereby are not atomic and unique since
multiple descriptions with the same meaning could
exist.

There are several challenges lying in integrat-
ing knowledge graphs with currently existing pre-
trained language models: (1) Difficulty in archi-
tecture incorporation: Currently existing graph
encoding methods such as the graph neural net-
works (Zhou et al., 2020) are not able to encode
graph structure along with textual sequences. (2)
Lack of annotation For many textual corpora we
lack annotation of entities in text and thus can not
search for their relations in a knowledge graph. (3)
Heterogeneity in embedding: Entities are unique
and atomic special textual sequences, if they are
encoded separately, then there needs to be an ad-
ditional projection relationship between text and
entity embedding.

In this paper, we propose a simple architecture
to mix text encoding with entity relation encoding,
the main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose CTX-BERT, which is able to re-
cover the relation triples of a masked token



in a given context, this combines three objec-
tives: entity detection, entity encoding, rela-
tion encoding as one and greatly simplifies the
artitecture.

• We test CTX-BERT on multiple token em-
bedding extension schemes, and relation en-
coding schemes, demonstrating that it could
greatly improve the performance of traditional
pre-trained models such as BERT on domain-
specific tasks as well as open-domain tasks.

2 Related work

While there is an abundance of studies on opti-
mizing pre-training procedure such as (Liu et al.,
2019), (Sanh et al., 2019), (Lan et al., 2019), fusing
pre-trained models with knowledge graphs gains
relatively low attention and has a much smaller
flock of works. In (Ostendorff et al., 2019), they
use a 2-layer MLP with the concatenation of the
output from BERT and graph meta data, to com-
bine textual information with graph information.
In the study of Jun et al (Yan et al., 2020), such a
combination method using MLP is also used. KI-
BERT proposed in (Faldu et al., 2021) use a spe-
cial token embedding transformed from word em-
beddings along with knowledge graph embeddings
from ConceptNet for atomic entity representation
with text. In (Liu et al., 2020), K-BERT encode
a sentence tree comprised of a trunk representing
the input textual sequence and branches for triples
in knowledge graphs, they flatten this structure us-
ing a visible matrix which uniquely encodes the
topology, however, both KI-BERT and K-BERT
requires manual injection of knowledge triples and
therefore entity detection and normalization must
be performed in advance.

Other works related to both knowledge graphs
and pre-trained language models include entity
normalization (Ji et al., 2020), entity recognition
(Souza et al., 2019), relation extraction from text
(Xue et al., 2019), graph completion for partial
triples (Zhao et al., 2020) (Yao et al., 2019), etc.
In most of these works, relation triples are flat-
tened into a textual sequence, and the mask token
in masked language modeling, also known as one
of the pre-training objectives in BERT, is then used
to shadow the entity or relation that needs to be
predicted. Some works such as (Xue et al., 2019)
use the MASK matrix or the attention matrix in
BERT to direct attention to specific parts of the

input triple while ignoring others and gain context-
sensitive embeddings.

In this work, we mix previously mentioned ideas
into two objectives: reconstructing a simple knowl-
edge graph related to a token in context, and en-
force relationship between tokens, this formulation
allows us to obtain a context-sensitive embedding
while achieving entity recognition and relation ex-
traction using one model, thus greatly reduces the
complexity.

3 Model

In this section, we will outline the structure and im-
plementation of our model, as well as the training
objectives..

3.1 Notation

Let input sentence s = [w0, w1, . . . , wn−1] be the
context sequence, with w0, · · ·wn−1 being tokens.
Let an entity referenced in this sentence be e =
[wi, wi+1, . . . , wj ], 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n−1. Let the sub-
knowledge graph Ge = (Ve, Ee) ⊆ G be a sub-
graph of the complete knowledge graph G, with
max-depthD and root node v∗ = e. Here, the max-
depth is defined as D = maxv∈Ve,v 6=v∗ d(v, v

∗)
with d being the distance function on graph.

3.2 CTX-BERT

The architecture of CTX-BERT is shown in Figure
1, for each token wk ∈ s, the first input of CTX-
BERT is the padded context window c around wk

with fixed size l:

c = [c0, c1, . . . , cl−1] (1)

∀cm ∈ c, cm =

{
wk+m− l−1

2
, if in [0, n− 1]

[PAD], else
(2)

Next, for triples representing each edge in graph
Ge, they are sorted in decreasing order by their
depth, and flattened as a relation sequence r, note
the bracket here represents concatenation. For each
relation triple, a [PAD] token is inserted behind
as a separator. We keep adding relation triples in
sequential order until it exceeds maximum input
length allowed by BERT, then the remaining space
are filled with [PAD] tokens.

r = [v0, e0, v
′
0, [PAD], . . . vi, ei, v′i, [PAD]] (3)
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Figure 1: Structure and training objectives of CTX-BERT, training objectives are colored in pink.

The eventual input is constructed as the con-
catenation of the context sequence c and relation
sequence r:

input = [[CLS], c, [SEP], r, [SEP]] (4)

3.3 Training CTX-BERT
Two training objectives are used to train CTX-
BERT, in actual experiments we fine tune pre-
trained BERT models on these objectives rather
than training BERT from the start.

3.3.1 Entity encoding objective
The entity encoding objective focus on letting
BERT learn to recover the target entity name, when
given a context where the target entity is entirely or
partially masked. Since an entity may be referenced
in a context with multiple tokens, and CTX-BERT
is constrained to recover one masked token at a
time, the following relation is added to the front of
r:

rpart = [(token), is a sub part of, e] (5)

Where (token) is one of all reference tokens.
Then, for all tokens in r, the entity reference e is
masked if it only has one token, otherwise (token)
is masked instead. This setup ensures the model
never sees the target masked token and must infer
it from the given context c and relation r.

3.3.2 Relation encoding objective
We wish to also recover relation information be-
tween two encoded entities ep and eq, so that when
r is partially observed or empty in the extreme case,
the relation between these two entities could still

be reconstructed from their context sequence cp
and cq, implying that CTX-BERT is not just learn-
ing the entity name but also its true meaning and
relations with other entities.

The last hidden state output corresponding to the
[CLS] token is commonly used to perform clas-
sification tasks. Denoting the [CLS] hidden state
output as op and oq for two entities, two methods
are experimented to recover the relation informa-
tion.

Concatenation This method concatenates op
and oq and pass result through a MLP network,
the relation is then the output of softmax:

rpq = softmax(W T [op, oq] + b) (6)

Subtraction Translational distance models are
commonly used in many relational data embedding
methods, where relations are encoded as translation
vectors between two entity points, typical examples
include TransE(Bordes et al., 2013) and TransD
(Ji et al., 2015). Although this method is shown
to be flawed when dealing with reflective/one-to-
many/many-to-one/many-to-many relations (Nur
et al., 2019), it could still serve as a baseline with
interpretability. We generate a random matrixM ∈
Rdim(o)×|R| with orthonormal columns, and each
column represents a type of relation. The relation
is then:

rpq = softmax(|MT (op − oq)|) (7)

We use the absolute value to ignore direction of
each relation, the direction information could be
later recovered by the sign function sign(MT (op−
oq)).



3.4 Extending embeddings with CTX-BERT
The embedding output of CTX-BERT could then
be utilized to enhance the performance of other
language models using the same byte pair encoding
(Sennrich et al., 2015), such as BERT itself and
its descendents. We refer to this model as EXT-
BERT. Three types of extending methods are used
in experiments, let w be the original embedding of
some token, and o be the output embedding from
CTX-BERT.

Fixed ratio

w′ = αw + (1− α)o (8)

With alpha being a constant value in (0, 1)
Learnable ratio

w′ = Aw + (1−A)o (9)

With A being a vector of the same size as embed-
dings. Compared to exBERT (Tai et al., 2020), we
mix by dimension instead of mix by token.

Replace
w′ = o (10)

Replacing is actually a special case of the fixed-
ratio method when α = 0

4 Experiments

In this section we will describe details of experi-
ments.

Datasets The CTX-BERT model is trained on
the Kensho Derived Wikimedia Dataset (KDWD)
(Altay, 2020) produced by cross linking text data
in Wikipedia with relational data from Wikidata.
EXT-BERT is trained on SQuAD 2.0 .

Settings We first train EXT-BERT on KDWD, in
each iteration a batch for entity encoding training
and a batch for relation encoding training are sam-
pled together and loss on both objectives is summed
as the total loss. For dataset the context sequence
length is 200 and remaining are reserved for the re-
lation sequence. The relation graph depth is limited
to 1 and relation size is limited to 200, with other re-
lations grouped as ”unknown relation”. For model,
we choose a pre-trained BERT model with 12 lay-
ers, 768 hidden dimensions, 12 heads, and 110 Mil-
lion parameters. Other configurations are: batch
size=32, learning rate=5e-5, l2-regularization=1e-
5, no drop out is used. For EXT-BERT the same
training configurations are used. When CTX-BERT
encodes the input tokens of EXT-BERT, the rela-
tion sequence is filled with [MASK] as no relation
is known in advance.

Table 1: Result of EXT-BERT compared to BERT-
BASE trained on SQuAD 2.0

System
Dev Test
EM F1 EM F1

BERT-Base 74.96 77.60 78.03 81.57
EXT-BERT 76.48 78.85 80.21 83.32

EXT-BERT result The result of training EXT-
BERT with extension embeddings from CTX-
BERT are shown in Table 1, our model gains more
than 2 points on the EM score and nearly 2 points
on the F1 score when compared to the vanilla BERT
with no modifications.

CTX-BERT output example We tested the en-
coding ability of CTX-BERT by manually provid-
ing input examples with entity token masked, then
entity token may have multiple meanings and CTX-
BERT must perform disambiguation using the con-
text.

• Input: context=”Apple, based in Cupertino,
CA, is one of the most valuable companies
in the world. It produces popular digital gad-
gets.”, the first token ”Apple” is masked.

• Output relation=”apple 〈is a sub token of 〉ap-
ple inc. [PAD] apple inc. 〈has works in the
collection 〉design museum gent ...”

5 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a novel method named
CTX-BERT for combined entity detection, entity
and relation encoding from a given sequence of
context. CTX-BERT is able to enrich information
contained in tokens, and demonstrates promising
results on enhancing the performance of the second
model with extended vocabulary on question an-
swering. CTX-BERT is also able to complete sev-
eral entity related tasks while being relatively sim-
ple in architecture compared to previous method.

Some future directions of this study include test-
ing our model on other tasks of NLP such as clas-
sification and sentiment analysis, and using boot-
strapping to extend the model on less cross-linked
and annotated datasets in contrast to KDWD.
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